THE DUTIFULS
Honorable; Trustworthy, Hardworking

“Be humble, down to earth”
“Always be honest, faithful and forgiving”.
“Stay hopeful”.

POSITION ON GOVERNMENT

- Conservative: 26%
- Liberal: 9%
- Moderate: 65%

Although government does good things and plays a vital role in the lives of everyday Americans, it does still need to be cut. (20%)

VS

“Government is leading Americans down the path to serfdom.” (67%)

Rank going to a place of worship as very important in strengthening tribal bonds (62%, second to the God Squad).

You always work hard and play by the rules

Responsibility to your community is your first priority.

HABITS AND ATTITUDES

You get little satisfaction from shopping for clothes but you are very high on family vacations (81%, the highest of any tribe).